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How can Special Operations Forces balance present-day readiness with the requirement to stay 
ahead of potential revolutionary changes in the operating environment? This question presents a 
challenge to any organization – military or otherwise – that seeks to sustain competitive advantage 
over time.  The challenges of tomorrow are different from those of today, and organizations in 
changing environments must deal with the often competing requirements for present and future 
success. 
Research Question:  How can USSOCOM prepare simultaneously for environments of 
evolutionary and revolutionary change? (Joint Special Operations University 2018 Special 
Operations Research Topic C8)
ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY 
PERSPECTIVES TOWARD SUCCESS IN 
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
Findings / Takeaways
From Ambidexterity: Structurally differentiate 
and resource exploratory units, in order to 
mitigate structural inertia and encourage radical 
innovative pursuits.  Develop and maintain 
strong integration mechanisms between 
exploratory and exploitive (operational) units. 
From the Dynamic Capabilities View:  
Proactively develop and maintain dynamic 
capability, to mitigate establishing engrained path 
dependencies.  Simplify routines and rules in 
dynamic environments. 
From Organizational Ecology: Maintain a force 
structure that prioritizes variability of units and 
capabilities while ensuring interoperability.
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Research design
The field of organizational study has analyzed this 
problem in the commercial sector for many years.  
As such, the military can gain insights from the 
findings and recommendations of organizational 
theory towards success in dynamic marketplaces. 
This study conducted a qualitative study of three 
distinct sub-fields of organizational study: 
Ambidexterity, the Dynamic Capabilities View, 
and Organizational Ecology.   It canvased these 
three perspectives and extracts useful concepts for 
United States Special Operations Command to 
consider as it plans for the increasingly dynamic 
environments of the Twenty-First century.  Each 
perspective provides a distinct approach to dealing 
with the challenges of success in environments of 
both evolutionary and revolutionary change. 
“The sobering fact is that the cliché about the increasing pace of change seems to be true. Sooner or 
later, discontinuities upset the congruence that has been a part of the organization’s success. Unless 
their competitive environment remains stable—an increasingly unlikely condition in today’s world—
firms must confront revolutionary change.”  - Michael Tushman and Charles O’Reilly III
Value
• Demonstrates the value that business-focused organizational studies offer for transference of concepts 
into the military.  Provides recommendations for further organizational design study of SOF 
organizations. 
• Exposes common threads across varying fields.  Highlights the risks and causes of organizational inertia, 
and how these can be mitigated through structural, process, and capability approaches. 
• Provides broad organizational recommendations to help USSOCOM mitigate the change-impeding 
effects of organizational inertia as it grows in both size and scope of mission. 
